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As Sigma Kappas, we strive to live with heart. Now, more than ever, we must face
our daily lives with bravery and strength. As Mary Low Carver shared many years
ago, we are called into action as never before:

We repeatedly hear you, our members, say that friendships and belonging are most
important to you. In this time of uncertainty, we are committed to focusing on what
you want from Sigma Kappa. The recent challenges we are facing have caused us to
think differently about how we can best support our alumnae, collegians, and
volunteers. We are taking this time to Pivot our membership experience to meet you
where you are and provide the resources and connections you need now.
While considering the immediate needs and lasting impacts for Sigma Kappa, we
have developed a four-phase approach to Pivot our membership experience. In the
coming weeks and months, we will roll out new experiences in the following areas:

Next week, you will receive a message from us targeting three audiences:
alumnae, collegians and volunteers. This communication will be organized
through our values - friendship, loyalty, personal growth and service - called into
action. We hope this pivoted approach will connect us during this time of social
distancing, lead us to new heights, inspire us to reimagine and allow us to
continue to give to the organization that has shaped us.
Sisters, remember that choosing to live with heart makes us more compassionate
individuals. We are a beacon of sisterhood and support for one another. We are in
this together.

Stay updated by following us on social
media and use #SKLiveWithHeart for
a chance to be highlighted.

Donors to the Sigma Kappa
Foundation have made it possible
to give back to our sisters in need.
For more information on
emergency grants, click here.
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